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Summary: This is a template for an abstract for the 5th Oxford Tidal Energy Workshop (OTE 2016). Please
prepare your abstract using this template and submit it (preferably in PDF format with all fonts embedded) to
one of the workshop organisers by 12 February 2016. The maximum length of each abstract is 2 pages, including
figures, references etc. The workshop scientific committee will lightly review the abstracts; all accepted abstracts
will be uploaded on the workshop website. Please provide a short summary first in this space (up to about 100
words), followed by the main body of your abstract below.

Introduction
Please provide the main body of your abstract below, together with appropriate section headings (such as
introduction, experimental/computational methods, results, discussion and conclusions).

Methods
The format of this two-page abstract is as follows:
1. Paper size is A4. Margins on the top and bottom are 3cm. Left and right margins are 2.5cm.
2. Font to be used is Times New Roman. Font size and style to be used are as follows:
- 14pt bold for the title
- 11pt for author names
- 11pt italic for author affiliations
- 11pt bold for the title of each section
- 10pt justified for the main text
- 10pt for figure captions, tables and footnotes
3. Each paragraph shall be indented.
4. No page numbering shall be used.

Results
Equations should be centred with the equation numbers right justified, such as
(p1 − p5)AC − TD = 0.

(1)

Also, references should be cited in numerical order according to their order of appearance, e.g., [1-3] and [4].

Conclusions
If you have any questions about the preparation of your abstract and/or about the workshop in general, please
contact Christopher Vogel (christopher.vogel@eng.ox.ac.uk).
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